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Description
Our project is a mobile platform for internally generated video clips within a company. Topics
range from tutorials on how to use a printer to what it’s like to work in a different department.
The clips can be created and posted by any employee and will have feedback and approval
mechanisms in order to present the highest quality and most relevant content to users. Creation
of tutorials will be streamlined and pre-made templates will be provided depending upon the
nature of the tutorial. Each video will be subject to an approval process to give the company
control over what is posted to the knowledge base. Videos can also be posted describing the
particulars of a position for potential applicants. This would be far more informative than a
description written by someone who most likely does not hold the position.

Advantages
● Companies will benefit from the collaborative nature of the app, the knowledge base will
constantly grow and improve
● Job postings will be personal and descriptive
● Employees will easily solve common problems on their own
● Reduction of training costs
● Platform can be integrated into current training programs

Implementation Platforms
● Mobile - A mobile optimized HTML 5 website will serve as the main point of access for
users, although a desktop friendly version will be built as well.
● Data Storage - We will leverage Workday’s tenanted server architecture to store content
and keep it secure
● Server - Likely to be Apache

Outcome
There are more potential use cases for this application which we haven’t even begun to consider
and we will never be able to anticipate all of them. Our goal is to create a flexible application
that can be easily leveraged in many ways to create and deliver content within an enterprise.
We plan to create a quality product that Workday will be proud to integrate into their enterprise
software offerings. Ideally, the application will come to replace the notion of an employee
handbook and serve as the main content sharing platform within companies using Workday’s
products.

